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This light adopts a full touch design. Whether it is switching on 
and off, adjusting brightness or playing audio, it can be 
achieved with just a touch. The operation is very simple and 
convenient. 

This light has a built-in speaker, which can play soft white noise 
and fan sound to help you relax. At the same time, the volume 
and type of sound can be adjusted by pressing the buttons, so 
that you can enjoy a more comfortable sleep experience. 
Moreover, the light has a variety of built-in scene modes, such 
as sleeping mode, reading mode, working mode, etc. Through 
simple button operation, you can easily switch to different 
lighting scenes.



This light also has a power-off memory function. 
When there is a power outage, the light will 
automatically save the current light brightness, 
mode and other settings, and automatically return 
to the previous state after the next power on. 
There is no need to manually adjust, which is 
convenient and practical. 

This function can avoid the inconvenience and 
trouble caused by power outage, making it easier 
for you to enjoy a comfortable sleep experience.



This LED mood light has 32 built-in white noises and natural 
sounds. With warm white lights and colorful ambient lights, it 
is easier for you to fall asleep. These white noises and natural 
sounds can cover up the noisy sounds around them, while 
creating a relaxing atmosphere and promoting relaxation and 
calming of the body and mind. 

In addition, the design of warm white lighting is comfortable, 
which can relieve eye fatigue and relieve tension. Colorful 
ambient lights can adjust your mood through different colors 
to help you fall asleep faster.

In short, this light combines a variety of sounds and lighting 
effects to make your sleep easier and more comfortable.



This touch light is soft and not dazzling. It 
can be widely used to breastfeed the baby 
late at night or get up at night. It is also the 
first choice for sleeping with sleep. Colorful 
ambient lights can also be used for 
candlelight dinners or watching home 
theaters. So this small night light is also the 
best choice for gifts. 


